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Foreword
The attached material represents the working papers from the
OAST Space Theme Workshop held at the Langley Research Center,
April 26-30, 1976, and contains a quick-look analysis of the
proceedings. The material is unedited and intended fcr further
use by the participants of the workshop and the planning elements of
NASA concerned with space mission research and technology. It
should be understood that the data do not represent official plans
or positions but are part r,f the process of evolving such plans and
positions.
Nearly 100 of the Agency's top technologists and scientists joined
with another 35 theme specialists to produce this working document -
a document that provides a technical foundation, including research
and technology base candidates, fo. each of the si.,: pace themes.
The material in this report is considered essential to the development
of Center initiatives in support of these themes. Copies of the report
will be made available to the Center Management Board and the
ii,-lividuals at the Centers responsible for the FY'78 program planning
cyc'e. The timing of this planning activity has caused us to distribute
this documen* in this unedited form. Thus, it possibly contains errors,
hopefully, more of a typographical rather than a technological nature.
No.ietheless, the information contained is of a nib,..h professional level,
reflecting the efforts of the workshop participants and .vill be invaluable
to the plan Ling and successful execution of the Agency's rear- and far-
term adva..ced technology program.
Stanley R. Sadin
OAST Space Therne Workshop
Chairman
NASA Headquarters
Study, Analysis, & Planning Office
Office of Aeronautics and
Space Technology
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ADVANCED SPACE TRANSPORTATION THEME X' I2
Introduction
A. Goal (what)
• To assure technology readiness for National at*ds in the 1985-2000
time period by providing for:
- Significant reduction In payload delivery cost
- Performance capability to foster future mission opportunities
- Operational flexibility to permit exploitation of near-Earth
space (including geosynch.)
B. Guidelines and Assumptions (why)
0 Mission considerations
- Initial compatibility with LEO and GEO Space Station/Base
(including orbital staging considerations, orbital servicing, etc.)
- Space power t%,-stens
- Global service systems
- Nat i onal srcurity
- Space industrialization
- SETI in GEO
0 Environment and energy conservation
- Conservation Earth based energy
- Minimize propulsion by-products
C. Background/Scope (how)
• Vehicle elements
- STq
STS derivatives
O71 family
HI,LV
- Advanced vehicles
• Ground operations
- Launch
- Mission control
- Turn-around
• On-orbit operations
- Assembly
- Refueling
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I.	 Introduction (WHAT?)*
The Advanced Space Transportation Advocacy Theme has
defined as its goal: To assure the technology readiness for
an integrated space transportation system capability which will
permit the Nation to utilize space efficiently, reliably, and
routinely in the years between 1985 and 2000, with a significant
return on invested resources. Contributing technologies
should include those which support:
a. Total reusability with minimal refurbishment
b. Responsiveness to high launch rate requirements
when operation and energy are the predominat recurring
costs.
c. Maximum flexibility in operation between earth and LEO
and between LEO and GEO.
With respect to this stated goal, the objective of the
Workshop is to provide information which is useful for tech-
nology program planning for future systems which will be needed
to support the increasing requirements projected for construction/
assembly, manning, and logistics of near-permanent, manned
r
or man-tended facilities operating in both low-earth orbit
(LEO) and geosynchronous orbit (GEO).
The precept of this effort is that the technology requirements
vUl build upon the base which will have been established by
successful operation of the Space Transportation Systems as
11-VI-A-3
currently defined, i.e, Shuttle, Spacelab, and Interim Upper
Stage (IUS) and an advanced upper stage such as the Solar
Electric Propulsion Systems (SEPS).
Basic guidelines must also include protection of the
environment And conservation of energy.
II. Background (WHY?)
Mission and systems which address national needs and
which are currently under study by NASA include Space Stations
In LEO and GEO which provide integral or staging support to
broader activities such as Multipurpose Space Power Platforms,
Space Industrialization, the Search for Extraterrestrial
Intelligence, Solar Systems Exploration, and Global Service
Systems. The dominant characteristic of the ASTS should support
manning and resupply of these activities on a regular basis.
However, as a boundary, the ASTS should have the flexibility for
rapid response to manned emergencies or critical resupply needs,
and the capability to lift very large weights and/or volumes
on a non-routine or irregular basis. A typical scenario includes
a strawman Space Staticn(operational schedule is shown in Figure 1),
along with the project elements of the ASTS. The initial phase of
activity includes a 3-6 man and 10-20 man space stations in LEO
supported by the current Space Shuttle in 1983 and 1985 respectively
The second step includes a 3-6 man station in GEO in 1987 and
establishes the requirement for a shuttle transportable, manned
Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) for rapid transit from LEO to GEO.
•11-V1-A-4
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Further advances in transportatiun capability are predicted
by the potential for increased utilization of the Space Stations
which may be continuously or intermittently manned, or, in some
instances, only man-tended for repair or renovation operations.
The advent of a shuttle derived Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle
(SLLV) in 1988-90 which utilizes the shuttle booster and orbiter
main engines will permit the transportation of large structural
elements or consumables to LEO in support of the 3-6 man or
10-20 man space stations operating as core modules or staging
bases. The desire for rapid response or delivery of personnel
and limited amounts of critical cargo can be met by an advanced
earth to LEO vehicle, such as a single-stage-to-orbit concept
in the 1990-92 time frame. The necessity for this veh!. , le is
directly proportional to our capability to exploit LEO.
The advent of one OTV, based perhaps on SEPS technology,
to move large amounts of cargo from LEO to GEO in order to
enha"ce our capability to exploit this arena
II-VI-A-5
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I. Aerothermodynami cs
^I
Concen .- Complete understanding of basic flow phenomena.
Ob ective.- To develop prediction techniques based on a complete
understanding of the pnenomena to enable the development of accurate
design criteria.
Requirement.- The develo pment of optimal aerodynamic designs.
Elements of the 'roblem
Boundary Layer Transition
Viscous Interaction and Real Gas Effects
Separated Flow
Lee Surface Heating
Windward Heating
Rocket Plume Interference and Base heating
Base Drag
RCS Interference and Heating
Measurement Techniques
II. Configurations
Concern.- Definition of optimal configuration characteristics.
Objective.- Development of criteria and techniques to achieve
an optima: integrated design.
Requirement. - Development of optimal configuration design criteria
compatible with mission requirements.
Elements of the Problem
Design Integration
Subsonic/Hy personic Capability and High Volumetric Efficiency
Control Confi q ured Design
II;. TPS
Concern.- Development of materials capable of multi-mission full
reusabi 11 t:-
II-VI-A-7
III. TPS (Cont'd)
Objective.- To develop materials. fabrication, and systems
capable of reusability.
Requirement.- Increased Vehicle utilization at reduced cost.
Elements of the Problem
Catalytic Wail Effects
Reusability
Integrated Thermal Structures
IV. Performance
Concern.- Impact of trajectory and other factors on vehicle
design cannot be ascertained without measurements of vehicle performance.
Objective: Development of techniques for real tin., accurate
measurement of the environment and attitude of the vehicle.
Requirements.- Ability to fly an optimal trajectory throughout
the entire mission profile to save weight and reduce costs.
II-VI-A-8
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Boundary layer Transition
loncern.- Understand i ng of boundary layer transition,
Objective.- Development of design criteria.
Requirenent.- Reduced conservatism in TPS and control system design.
Viscous Interaction and Real Gas Effects
Concern.- Understanding of basic phenomena.
Objective.- Improved performance predictions of vehicles.
Requirement.- Elimination of uncer A nties in performance predictions
and extrapolation of small scale data to flight.
V 17 Separated Flow
Concern.- Understanding flLw separation characteristics ahead of
control surfaces and on lee surfaces.
Objective.- Design of control systems and TPS.
Requirement.- deduced conservatism and improved design criteria.
Lee Surface Heating
Concern.- Develop means for accurately predicting the heating to
lee surfaces of complex vehicie shapes.
Objective.- Accurate estimations of lee side heating for design.
Requirement.- Improved design criteria and resulting inpact on TPS.
I1-VI-A-9
rQ^ Windward Heating
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Concern.- Deve ) -:!r4ent of means for accurately predicting the heating
to the windward surface of complex vehicle shapes.
Objective.- Accurate estimations of windward heating for design.
Requirement.- Improved design criteria and resulting impact on TPS.
I
Rocket Plume Interference and Base Heating
Concern.- Aerodynamic and heating interference effects.
Objective.- Quanttitative estimation capability for these effects.
Requirement.- Vehicle design criteria in areas of performance,
stability, control heating, and acoustics.
Base Drag
•	 Concern.- Quantitative estimation of base drag of complex shapes.
Ob ective.- Develop techniques for accurate estimation and means
for reducing base drag.
Requirement.- Improved ascent and recovery performance for aerody-
namic type vehicles.
	
IZ,
	 RCS Interference and Heating
	
1
Concern.- interactive heating, aerodynamic coupling, and vehicle
environmental contamination affects.
Objective.- Provide single valved vectoring capability.
Requirement.- Reduced complexity of control system, improved
design criteria, and fuel savings.
N -VI-A-10
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Measurement Techniques
Concern.- Ability to extract useful data from flight.
Objective.- Development of accurate non-ebcrusive flight measure-
went techniques.
Requirement.- Acquisition of data of full scale measurements to
verify extrapolation techniques.
Xr. Design Integration
Concern.- Optimal design which considers the interactive effect
of all disciplines. systems, and the impact of optimal trajectory guidance.
Objective.- Develop automated design techniques and capabilities
tc accomplish total design integration.
Requirement.- Maximum system capability at reduced cost.
TV T 	 SuLLjoiic/Hypersonic Capability and High Volumetric Efficiency
w•M ^^
Concern.- Conflicting requirements which lead to design compromises.
Objective.- Development of vehicle design criteria to provide capa-
bility for traversing the mission profile in an efficient and controlled
manner.
Requirement.- Improve performance and reduce weight of vehicles.
TQE Control Configured Design
Concern.- Design philosophy for achieving maximum advantages
offered by control configured design.
Objective.- Development of design criteria for control configured
vehicles.
Requirement.- Improved flight performance of the vehicle at sig-
nificantly reduced weight.
II-V1-A-11
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Catalytic Wall Effects
Concern.- Recombination of atomic oxygen at the wall can release
large amounts of energy and hence increase the heating.
Ob ective.- Understand chemical state of boundary layer at the
wall.
Requirement.- Improved TPS design.
ZIT Reusability
Concern.- Increased reusability and reduced costs of TPS.
O^ective.- Develop improved TPS materials.
Requirement.- Eliminate uncertainties of reusability and improve
reliability.
II-VI-A-12•
Interdisciplinary
Integrated Structures
Concern.- The development cf lightweight structures which
perform multiple roles of load bedring, tankage, and TPS.
Objective.- Develop approaches, i.e., hot structures, insulated.
or a combination, to achieve lightweight integrated designs.
Requirement.- Develop lightw0 ght long life inspectability.
and efficient packaging structures, all of which lead to lower costs.
TI-VI-A-13
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Nuclear Waste Disposal
Concern.- Large heat shield mass fraction is required
Objective.- Develop heat shield, im pact, and shielding technology
to withstand abort entry heating and subsequent impact.
Requirement.- Develop safe disposal packages to withstand abort
reentry impact. Lower heat shield mass fractions.
Ad-Hoc Payload Return
Concern.- Return to Earth of massive structures exceeding shuttle
capability.
Ob ective.- To develop techniques to permit the safe return to
the Earth (.,f large structures such as a part of satellite power station.
Requirement.- Enable NASA to return to Earth at will those items
deemed necessary.
Aero-Braking/OTY
Concern.- Heating is governed by rate processes and requires
tailoring by trajectory shaping.
Objective.- To develop the aerothermo technology to enable orbital
transfer.
Requirement.- To achieve the proper mix of aero braking and
propulsion to provide efficient OT.
11-VI-A-15
Jr,	
Direct Geosynch to Earth Manned Transfer
Concern.- A manned geosynch to Earth return vehicle carrying
4-10 persons to provide safe entry of the Earth's atmosphere at speeds
of 36.000 fps is required.
Objective.- To develop a large lifting vehicle capable of with-
standing radiative heating loads.
Requirement.- Heat shield configuration to survive manned Earth
reentry.
1I-VI-A-16
AEROTHERMODYNAMICS
HLLY
IT-VI -A- 17
Ballistic Return
Concern.- Assure safe return to launch site of propulsive package.
Objective.- To develop imp.oved prediction techniques to target
flyback stage back to launch si_e.
Requirement. - Assure aerodynamic stability of configuration to
achieve safe return.
Flyback/Glideback
Concern.- To understand base hearing and aerodynamics of pro-
pulsion assisted gliding vehicles.
Objective.- Develop aerothermodynamic technolo gy to predict the
aerodynamic characteristics and leeside heating of propulsive assisted
glide vehicles.
Requirement. - Eliminate uncertainties of vehicle range and permit
accuracy retrieval prrdiction.
II-VI-A-18
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ADVANCED SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
CRITICAL MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY ISSUES
Heavy Lift Launch Vehicles
TPS materials for ascent base heating & entry - reusable
with minimum maintenance
Materials compatibility with sea water for landing s
recovery
Orbital Transfer Vehicles
Long-term integrity of composites in space environments
Thermal control - coatings, TPS, heat pipes
Materials compatibility with propellants
Single Stage to Orbit
Advanced materials for integrated TPS, structures, tankage
Resin & metal matrix composites
High-temperature honeycomb materials
RSI & Metallic TPS materials
Materials compatibility with propellants (Ti with LOX?)
in
1I-VI-A-19
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hGUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, i CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
•
ISSUE MATRIX
I. AUTOMATED CHECKOUT/STATUS SYSTEMS
• ON ORBIT
• PRELAUNCH
• RECYCLE, REFURBISH
II. REAL TIME FLIGHT REGIME O"TIMIZATION
• TRAJECTORY
• CONFIGURATIONS CONTROL
• CONSUMABLES
IIl. IMPROVED G, N, i C COMPONENTS
• IMPROVED RELIABILITY
• FAULT TOLERANT LOGIC SYSTEMS
• INCREASED INTERVAL BETWEEN MAINTENANCE OPERATIOVS
• INCREASED POINTING ACCURACY
. La"
	
Nye ojW60J. ^ Se 1:4wzo. t^
IV. REDUCED GROUNL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
• AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION
• ONBOARD TRACKING 6 DOCKIN
GG
 DETERMINATIONS
II-VI-A-21
IV. P-wer/Propulsion
Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) Class -
Space Power
(A) Description of Problems
.
- Provide the technology base
to support both current and future space programs requiring greater power
capability, life and versatility.
(B) Objectives -
(1) Support for current NASA program goals thruugh 1991.
(2) Develop the technical capability to implement an
aggressive space station program, including geosynthronous operations by
1987.
(3) Define potential space system capabilities to sup-
port amtitious goals beyond 1990:
(a) Solar system exploration
(b) Construction of large facilities in LEO and
GEO.
(c) Satellite power station network
(d) Lunar orbit and surface operations
(e) Nuclear waste disposal
Requirements. -
Technology Concerns Issues).-
a. Delivery and deployment of large space structure.
b. Usable life of power components (i.e., solar cells and
battery) .
s .
II4r-A-22
N
c. In-space servicing and refurbishment of power components.
d. Safety asoects of microwave energy transmission.
Space Propulsion -
(A) Description of Problems - Provide the technical upgrading
capability in areas of solid rocket motors, liquid chemical propulsion,
and space electric propulsion systems to accomplish future OTV and Lunar
Transfer Vehicle missions.
(B) Objectives -
(1) Improve solid motor performance.
(2) Integrate propulsive subsystems with other "onboard"
energy systems where desirable.
(3) Develop techniques to permit on-orhit assembly
of propulsive stages.
(4) Improved basic electric thruster syster;, components.
Requirements -
a. Advancement of overall propulsion technology
b. Capability to prov i de reusable chemical propulsion systems
for OTV applications.
Technology Concerns Issues) -
a. Long life, reusable chemical propulsion components and sub-
systems; space based a ijerations; Lunar orbit and surface operations.
b. Space based electrical propulsion and power subsystem life
and reusability.
e. Orbital facility for propulsion subsystem testing and demon-
strations.
i
I
t
r
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nd. Mass drivers
e. Nuclear waste as a propulsive energy source
Advanced Vehicles
Shuttle '."owth
Space Power -
Description of Problem - Provide technology for improved space
power capability, reusability, longer life and higher energy density
systems for application to advanced space vehicle concepts.
Ob ectives - Provide demonstration of higher energy H 2-02 auxiliary
power unit for an uprated shuttle system.
Requirements - Provide higher perfo m ante power subsystem.
Technology Concerns (Issues) -
a. H2-02 APU flight demonstration.
b. High density rechargeable batteries
c. long life. commercial grade reactant fuel cell demonstrations.
d. Integration of "common reactant" energy subsystems (i.e., RCS,
APU fuel cells and life support systems)
Space Propulsion -
Description of Problem - Provide propulsion technology advance-
ments to permit consideration of uprating the Space Shuttle Vehicle.
Objective - Develop propulsion components ov SSME, RCS/OMS and
SRM performance improvements and cost reductions.
Requirements - Technological advancements in SSME, RCS/OMS and
SRM have a readiness need date of approximately 1985.
II-VI-A-24
Technology Concerns (issues)
a. Lower cost non-polluting solid propellants
b. Low cost, non-toxic RCS MS propellants
c. Two-position SSME nozzle
d. Lightweight cryogenic feedlines (composites)
e. Low cost SRM replacements (liquids)
f. longer life SSME components
y	 Higher density cryogenic propellants (slush H2-02)
Advanced Shuttle-Type Vehicle (SSTO)
Space Power -
Same as uprated shuttle.
Space Propulsion
Description - Provide advanced propulsion approach to accommodate
the advanced vehicle concepts evolving during the 1990's.
Objective - Develop the component and subsystem technology required
to design and demonstrate advanced propulsion system concepts.
Requirements - High performance main dnd auxiliary propulsion
systems a ye required to make feasible a single stage to orbit vehicle
concept, i.e., 415-500 sec,I sp and high density impulse concepts, i.e.
Teci,.7ology Concerns (issues) -
a. Slush cryogenics
b. Idle mode main engines
c. High density liquid engines
Dual mode eng ine concepts
II-VI-A-25
hk
e. Dual fuel engine concepts
f. Nero NPSH pumps
g. Common reactant RCS/OFtS /fuel cell integration
h. Altitude compensation nozzles
(1) Two position
;2) Aerospike (linear
i. Long life (up 500 reuses)
Head Launch gift Vehicles (HLLV)
Description - Same as Adv. Shuttle.
Objectives - Provide tech. for very large HLLV payload > 500.000 lbs.
Requirements - Provide vropulsion technology advances to accommodate
the HLLV class of vehicle.
Technology Concerns (Issues) -
a. Tripropellant systems
b. Plug Custer systems
c. Ducted - rocket torroidal engines
d. Linear engines
e. Larger SRM's
f. Large high density liquid engines
g. Sower cheap threw-away boosters
h. Irtegrated ACS systems
II-VI-A-26
-5—r	 GROUND OPERATIONS COST REDUCTION
Ground operations constitute a major area of cost reduction poten-
tial. Saturn Apollo prelaunch preparations at the launch site re-
quired several months to accomplish. The Space Shuttle Program
requires a turnaround of the orbiter in 160 hours. In each case.
less than 15% of the launch preparation time is spent in "power-on"
testing.
Ongoing avionics technology growth is contributing to shortening
of the "power-on" testing requirements. Substantial improvement
must be realized in the other 85: of the required preparation time
to effectively cut ground operations cost. The drivers in this area
are primarily:
1. Handling/erection
2. Installation/removal of access equipment
3. Scheduled maintenance
4. Fluid system integrity verification
5. Servicing/deservicing
New technology must be applied to subsystem and vehicle design to
Improve both operability and maintainability of future hardware.
Examoles:
1. Better compatibility/lifetime at hvpergo l ic system soft-
goods
2. Cryogenic V.J. system elimination/improvement
3. Mechanical system health measuring techniques
II-Vi-A-21
4. Fluid system leak check methods
S. Improved mechanical corrections for fluid systems
6. Acceptability of prelaunch failures without excessive mission
risk
7. Standardized vehicle-to-payload interfaces (minimize mission
kits)
8. Less critical hardware mating interfaces (mechanical and
fluid)
Ii-Vi-A-28
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- lechnol_qqyfor Advanced. Space Transportation Systems f, rr —& q )
The program remains essentially the same as presented in the original
tieme paper,	 The only significant change is in the
precept, which is:
PRECEPT: The Space Shuttle will commence operational use in 1980 and
will provide a major improvement in space transportation economy over
currently expendable space launch vehicles which will be phasing out
in that period.
In-house studies have identified attractive program options
for solid booster replacement or modific:itien which could further reduce
Shuttle transportation costs. This reduction could be realized in the
mid-80's through a block change which would cause little impact on the
Orbiter. It is the booster system which has the greatest effect
on cost per flight, therefore OSF has initiated studies for Shuttle
growth to analyze these booster options and further quantify the
operational cost savings achievable and investment required for each
option. OAST work will be taken into consideration in the Shuttle
Growth Studies.
For the purposes of identification of requirements for
technology for an integrated Advanced Space Transportation System, the
state-of-technology of the Shuttle systems available in 1985 will be
considered as the base for this effort.
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